It is already well-known that interference alignment (IA) achieves the sum capacity of the K-user interference channel at the high interference regime. On the other hand, it is intuitively clear that when the interference levels are very low, a sum-rate scaling of K (as opposed to K/2 for IA) should be accessed at high signal-to-noise ratio values by simple ("myopic") singlelink multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques such as water lling. Recent results have indicated that in certain low-tomoderate interference cases, treating interference as noise may in fact be preferable. In this paper, we present a distributed iterative algorithm for K-user MIMO interference networks which attempts to adjust itself to the interference regime at hand, in the above sense, as well as to the channel conditions. The proposed algorithm combines the system-wide mean squared error minimization with the water lling solution to adjust to the interference levels and channel conditions and maximize accordingly each user's transmission rate. Sum-rate computer simulations for the proposed algorithm over Ricean fading channels show that, in the interference-limited regime, the proposed algorithm recon gures itself in order to achieve the IA scaling whereas, in the low-to-moderate interference regime, it leads itself towards interference-myopic MIMO transmissions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interference alignment (IA) is a recently proposed transmission technique for the K-user interference channel which is shown to achieve a sum-rate multiplexing gain of K/2 at the high interference regime [1] , [2] . IA is based on appropriate linear precoding at the transmitters, aiming at post-receiver processing interference cancellation, and requires only global channel state information at all participating transceivers.
Exploiting the space dimension of multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) systems to perform IA, several research works presented IA-achieving precoding designs [1] - [10] and investigated the feasibility of IA [11] , [12] for the K-user MIMO interference channel. For the special case of K = 3, a closedform solution for IA was presented in [2] that was further processed in [6] for increased sum-rate performance. However, for K > 3 MIMO communicating pairs, closed-form solutions for IA are in general unknown and several iterative algorithms have been recently proposed (see e.g. [3] - [10] and references therein). The vast majority of those algorithms targets at implicitly achieving IA through the optimization of a constrained objective function. To this end, several objective functions have been considered, such as for example: i) minimization of the total interference leakage [5] , [9] , ii) minimization of the sum of squared errors [13] , iii) minimization of the mean squared error (MSE) [3] , [7] , [10] , iv) maximization of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) [5] , [7] and v) maximization of the sum-rate performance [4] , [6] , [8] .
Although IA attains the optimum sum-rate scaling at the high interference regime, there are certain combinations of SINR levels and channel conditions where it does not [14] - [16] . For example, the authors in [15] analyzed conditions for the intended and interference MIMO channels under which treating interference as noise at the receivers is sum-capacity achieving. Very recently, the sum-rate performance results of [16] , for K-user MIMO cellular networks with asymmetric average powers and line-of-sight (LOS) conditions among the intended and interference links, demonstrated certain regimes where interference-myopic MIMO transmissions yield superior sum-rate performance to IA.
Based on the above, it would be desirable to devise a sumcapacity-achieving transmission design for the K-user MIMO interference channel that is transparent to the interference conditions. To the best of our knowledge, the majority of the available transmission techniques for the K-user interference channel must know a priori the interference conditions so as to choose between the two extremes: treating interference as noise or performing IA. Inspired by the distributed IA algorithm of [5] and the results of [16] , in this paper we present a distributed iterative algorithm that combines the system-wide minimum MSE (MMSE) criterion with the water lling (WF) solution [17] to adjust to the interference levels and channel conditions and maximize accordingly each user's transmission rate. Early numerical evidence corroborates our expectation that the proposed technique recon gures itself so as to allow the maximum attainable sum rate for the interference levels and channel conditions at hand.
Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface lowercase letters and boldface capital letters, respectively. The transpose conjugate and the determinant of matrix A are denoted by A H and det (A), respectively, whereas [A] i,j represents the (i, j) element of A and span(A) its column span. I n is the n × n identity matrix and diag{a} represents a diagonal matrix with vector a in its main diagonal. In addition, A (n) represents the nth column of A, ||A|| F its Frobenius norm, Tr{A} its trace and ||a|| stands for the Euclidean norm of a. The expectation operator is denoted as E{·} whereas, X ∼ CN μ, σ 2 represents a random variable following the complex normal distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2 .
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II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL
We present below the K-user MIMO interference system model and the wireless channel model under consideration.
A. System Model
A multiuser MIMO system consisting of K pairs of communicating users is considered. In particular, each transmitting user (Tx) k, where k = 1, 2, . . . , K, equipped with n [k] T antennas wishes to communicate with the n
R ) ∀ k, are assumed perfectly synchronized and each Tx k processes s k with a linear precoding matrix V k ∈ C n [k] T ×d k before transmission. In our system model we assume for each V k that ||V (n) k || = 1 ∀ k, n with n = 1, 2, . . . , d k . For the transmitted power per Tx k it is assumed that E{||V k P 1 2 k s k || 2 } ≤ P with P being the total power constraint per Tx and
denotes the power allocated to the nth data stream at Tx k. Without loss of generality, it is assumed throughout this paper that E{s k s H k } = I d k ∀ k. The baseband received signal at Rx k can be mathematically expressed as
, with = 1, 2, . . . , K, denotes the channel matrix between Rx k and Tx , and
represents the zero-mean complex additive white Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix σ 2 k I n [k] R . After signal reception, each Rx k is assumed to process y k with a linear lter
B. Channel Model
The at fading channel model of [16] is assumed for which the channel matrix between Rx k and Tx is given by
where parameter α k, ∈ [0, 1) 1 is used for modeling asymmetric average powers among the intended and the interference links, and
T , which describes Ricean fading, is de ned as
R ×1 denote the specular array responses at Tx and Rx k, respectively, with θ t and θ r being the angles of departure and arrival, respectively. 1 For α k, = 1, (2) results in the one-branch expression H k, = H k, .
III. A RECONFIGURABLE DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM
In this section we present the motivation and mathematical formulation of the proposed algorithm. A brief discussion on the characteristics of the algorithm is also included in the end.
A. Motivation
As mentioned earlier, the optimum sum-rate scaling for the K-user MIMO interference channel depends on the interference levels and channel conditions. Treating interference as noise is preferable at the low interference regime [14] - [16] , whereas IA achieves the sum capacity at high interference [1] , [2] . To this end, choosing between the latter two strategies requires the a priori knowledge of the interference levels. However, the vast majority of the IA-achieving algorithms requires IA feasibility conditions to be met a priori (see e.g.
[1]- [9] ). For example, to achieve IA for the 3-user 4×4 MIMO interference channel, each Tx must be restricted to send at most 2 data streams to its intended Rx. On the other hand, [16] demonstrated several low-to-moderate interference scenarios where interference-myopic MIMO transmissions, each aiming at the individual user rate maximization, yield higher sum-rate performance than IA. Finally, a typical feature of the majority of the IA-achieving techniques is the equal power allocation at each Tx's data streams [1] - [5] , [7] - [9] . Inspired by the capacity-achieving strategy for single-user MIMO systems [17] and the sum-rate results for Ricean fading channels presented in [16] , we intuitively expect that the equal power allocation per Tx will be suboptimal in the weak interference regime and under strong LOS conditions. Motivated by all the above, we present in the following a recon gurable algorithm (see also [18] ) that implicitly chooses d k for each Tx k accordingly to the interference levels and channel conditions and jointly designs V k 's, P k 's and U k 's for all transceivers to maximize the sum-rate performance.
B. Algorithmic Formulation
The system-wide MSE for the considered K-user MIMO interference network is expressed as
In this paper we design V k and P k for each Tx k to maximize each user k rate under the condition that U k 's jointly minimize (4) . In particular, each V k is obtained as
Note that for the J MSE in (6), (1) with E k = V k P 1 2 k ∀ k was utilized. Then, for each Tx k, F k and P k are obtained from
where R k is the instantaneous rate at user k given by
denoting the interference plus noise covariance matrix at Rx k, which is obtained as
Similar to [5] we assume in the following reciprocal forward and reverse networks and present a distributed iterative algorithm for obtaining V k 's and P k 's satisfying (7) with U k 's minimizing (4).
1) Forward Network: In the original forward network, given V k and P k ∀ k = 1, 2 . . . , K, the nth column of U k at Rx k minimizing (4) is obtained as
is given by
2) Reciprocal Network: In the reciprocal network, each Rx k utilizes U k to transmit to its intended Tx k. Then, each Tx k computes V k and P k through the following two-step procedure.
Step I: Given U k ∀ k = 1, 2 . . . , K, each Tx k in the reciprocal network computes its receive lter E k according to (6) . Hence, the nth column of G k is derived as
where
In (13), parameter μ k is calculated so that the power constraint at Tx k is satis ed [7] .
Step II: After obtaining all G k 's from (12) and given P ∀ = k, each Tx k computes its optimum precoding and power allocation matrices for its effective channel H k,k G k assuming knowledge of Q k , which is given by (9) . In particular, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of H k,k G k after noise prewhitening is derived as
R ×d k , and F k is the optimum precoding matrix for H k,k G k to be utilized in (5) . The power allocation P k for each Tx k data streams is nally derived from the WF solution for the channel Q R ) ∀ k = 1, 2, . . . , K and start with arbitrary unit-column V k ∈ C n [k] T ×d k and P k = P/d k I n [k] T 2: Begin iteration Forward Network 3: Compute B k at each Rx k according to (11) 4: Obtain each Rx k MMSE lter U k using (10)
Reciprocal Network
Step I: 5: Compute ← Bk at each Tx k according to (13) 6: Obtain each Tx k MMSE-based G k 's using (12) Step II: 7: Compute Q k at each Rx k according to (9) 8: Perform SVD to each Q − 1 2 k H k,k G k according to (14) 9: Obtain each Tx k precoding matrix V k using (5) 10: Compute P k for each Tx k from the WF solution for the effective channel Q − 1 2 k H k,k G k 11: Repeat until sum rate converges, or until the number of iterations reaches a prede ned limit
C. Discussion
The proposed algorithm capitalizes on the reciprocity of wireless channels, such as when time-division duplexing communication is used, to design, in a distributed manner, V k 's and P k 's maximizing the individual user rates as well as U k 's minimizing the system-wide MSE. Similar to [5] k H k,k G k . For networks with low average power interference links and as it will be shown later on, it is suf cient to use Step II of Algorithm 1 without Q k . This variation of Algorithm 1, termed as Recon gurable Myopic Precoding (Algorithm 2), does not utilize statement 7 in Algorithm 1 and uses statements 8 and 10 without Q k . Obviously, Algorithm 2 does not need each Rx k to feedback Q k at its Tx k and hence the algorithmic complexity is similar to the algorithms presented in [5] .
The adjustment of Algorithm 1 to the interference levels and channel conditions lies on the WF solution utilized in
Step II. In particular, the algorithm is initialized with the maximum allowable number of data streams per Tx k, i.e. d k = min(n R ). In each iteration the receive lters minimizing the system-wide MMSE are obtained in the forward network and, in the reciprocal network, the WF solution provides the precoding and power allocation matrices for each Tx k, thus implicitly d k , that maximize R k . Our numerous computer simulation results indicated that the instantaneous sum-rate performance of our algorithm, obtained using (8) as K k=1 R k , converges often to a maximum value.
IV. SUM-RATE PERFORMANCE RESULTS
This section presents numerical simulations for the sum-rate performance of the proposed recon gurable distributed iterative algorithm for the 3-user 4×4 MIMO interference channel. For comparison purposes, sum-rate computer simulations for the algorithms: i) optimized subspace IA [6, Sec. IV.B.1] and ii) distributed per stream SINR maximization (Maximum SINR) [2] are also shown. In particular, we have simulated the ergodic sum-rate performance de ned as [7] 
The averaging in (15) was evaluated via Monte Carlo simulations for 100 independent channel realizations and the channels were normalized as E H k,j
T ∀ k, j = 1, 2, . . . , K. Without loss of generality, for the channel model in Sec II-B, we have assumed that α k, = α and κ k, = κ ∀ k, . For all algorithms, V k 's and U k 's were randomly initialized with unit norm columns. The proposed algorithm was also initialized with P k = P/4I 4 ∀ k = 1, 2 and 3 whereas, for the optimized subspace IA and Maximum SINR, IA feasibility conditions were set a priori, i.e. d k = 2 ∀ k = 1, 2 and 3. In addition, for scenarios with low average power interference links, we have simulated the ergodic sum rate of a genie-aided Maximum SINR that utilizes d k = 4 ∀ k = 1, 2 and 3. A maximum of 1000 iterations was used per distributed iterative algorithm and each algorithm was declared converged when the difference in its objective function between two successive iterations was less than 10 −4 .
As shown in Fig. 1 for various Ricean fading channels with α = 1, the sum rate of the recon gurable Algorithm 1 is similar to that of the Maximum SINR. In particular, for low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values, the proposed algorithm computes Tx lters that maximize signal powers over the noise power. The latter maximizations include optimum power allocation, resulting in a slightly higher R than that of the Maximum SINR in the noise-limited regime. For Rayleigh fading this behavior happens for SNR values ranging from −5 to 5 dB whereas, for Ricean fading channels with κ = 10, the gains from power allocation are higher and for a wider range of the SNR. To this end, optimum power allocation seems to result in higher R gains as LOS conditions among all users in the network become stronger. More importantly, in the interference-limited regime, the proposed algorithm adjusts itself so as to achieve IA, which is rate-scaling optimal under strong interference conditions. Figures 2 and 3 depict the sum rate versus SNR for Ricean fading channels with κ = 0 and 10, respectively, and for low average power interference links with α = 10 −2 . As shown, the recon gurable Algorithm 1 adjusts itself to this interference scenario as well as to the channel conditions, and achieves a sum-rate scaling of 3 at high SNRs. More importantly, Algorithm 1 outperforms both the Maximum SINR and genie-aided Maximum SINR at low-to-moderate SNRs. As expected, the Maximum SINR, which is restricted to the IA feasibility conditions, achieves only a sum-rate scaling of 1.5 at high SNRs whereas, the genie-aided Maximum SINR results in poor performance at low SNRs due to the equal power allocation. Within these gures, the performance of the recon gurable myopic Algorithm 2 is also illustrated and it is shown that it yields similar sum rate to Algorithm 1. Clearly, for interference levels with α = 10 −2 , the low complexity Algorithm 2 might be used instead of Algorithm 1. Finally, Fig. 4 depicts the convergence of the instantaneous achievable sum rate for Algorithm 1 over Rayleigh fading channels with α = 1 and for various values of the SNR. As shown, the sum rate converges fast to a maximum value and the speed of convergence depends on the SNR. In particular, as the SNR increases, more algorithmic iterations are needed for the convergence of Algorithm 1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel recon gurable distributed iterative algorithm for K-user MIMO interference networks is presented. The proposed algorithm combines the system-wide MMSE with the WF solution to adjust to the interference levels and channel conditions and maximize accordingly each user's transmission rate. As shown, in the interference-limited regime, our algorithm adjusts itself so as to achieve the IA scaling whereas, in the low-to-moderate interference regime, it chooses interference-myopic MIMO transmissions. Furthermore, for all investigated interference cases and channel conditions, it was shown that the sum rate of the proposed algorithm is higher than that of all other considered algorithms.
